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In view of increasing application of sensitivity assessment (SA) to environmental simulation models, a
relatively short, informal introduction to aims and methods of SA is given. Their variety, motivation and
scope are illustrated by outlines of a broad selection of approaches. Methods based on derivatives, algebraic
analysis, sparse sampling, variance decomposition, Fourier analysis and binary classiﬁcation are included.
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1. Objective

2. What is sensitivity assessment?

This paper is an informal, selective guide to aims and methods of
sensitivity assessment (SA) for simulation models. The selection is
intended to be representative but isn't claimed to be comprehensive. However, some topics which seldom get attention will be
discussed, for instance algebraic SA in Section 3.3 and regionalised
SA in Section 3.5.6. More detail can be found via the references.
The paper is motivated by increasing and now widespread
recognition of two facts. The ﬁrst is that an environmental (or any
other) simulation model's credibility and utility depend on knowledge of how important each parameter is; without SA and some idea
of the quality of the model's structure and parameter estimates, we
don't know how far to trust any prediction by the model. The second
is that the results of SA show where the model needs improvement.
The more important parameters may need reﬁnement. Conversely,
parts with little inﬂuence on the outputs of interest are poorly
determined in calibration by those outputs; they should be
simpliﬁed or removed to leave a model well justiﬁed by the data.

SA investigates the relations between parameters and outputs
of a simulation model. In this context “parameters” are primarily
equation coefﬁcients and threshold values in the model, but may
also include features of input (forcing) variables, e.g. their values
if constant, or the time, duration, location, spatial extent or rate
of any changes. [Parameters are often called “factors” in SA, and
occasionally “inputs”, which is confusing]. An “output” is the
value of any variable computed by the model or of any feature or
statistic extracted from it, such as peak or mean value. The
supposition is that each parameter and output can be described
by a single number. This is appealingly simple and allows SA to
be thought of as examining the shape of the response surface of
each output to the parameters. It's also restrictive, of course, and
may not be tenable if, in particular, the model has dynamics. In
that case, an output depends at any instant on the history of the
inputs, which would take a very large (theoretically inﬁnite)
number of values to describe fully. What's more, we may well be
interested in the whole response to the forcing, measured at a
large number of instants. Models with dynamics are considered
in Section 3.4.
SA tries to answer such questions as:
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 For each output, in what order of importance do the parameters
inﬂuence it?
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 Are there parameters which affect the outputs so little that the
model should be rewritten without them?
 How well can the combined effect of a collection of parameters
be found by summing their individual effects?
 Conversely, what are the signiﬁcant interactions between parameters in their effect on an output?
 How closely is an output change proportional to the change in
parameter value which causes it?
 More broadly, how does the effect of a given change in a
parameter value vary with that value?
These questions need not involve uncertainty, so SA is not the same
thing as uncertainty assessment (UA). UA is in effect SA together with
a speciﬁcation of parameter uncertainties. The two get conﬂated
because SA is often done by looking at the output values due to
samples from a given distribution of parameter values, as in most of
the methods described in Section 3.5. In any case, some speciﬁcation of parameter uncertainty, even if only guessed ranges, is
needed to deﬁne the scope of all but the most narrowly focused SA.
It isn't uncommon to ﬁnd UA unaccompanied by SA. In most of
the system identiﬁcation literature (Norton, 1986; Walter and
Pronzato, 1997; Ljung, 1999), parameter-estimation techniques
provide estimates of parameter uncertainty (e.g. covariance) yet
rarely try to analyse the sensitivity of the model outputs to those
parameters.
This paper calls SA sensitivity assessment rather than analysis, as
it is much more often done by numerical experiment, looking at the
results of model runs, than by analysis of the model's equations.
That said, such analysis may be possible if the model isn't too
elaborate: see Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
3. SA techniques
3.1. Introduction
3.1.1. Assumed mathematical background
To see how any SA technique works, what assumptions it makes,
what its scope and limitations are and what its results say, a little
mathematics is needed. Only the bare essentials will be used here:
basic calculus, the idea that a collection of items (model parameters, usually) can be viewed as a vector in a space with one axis per
item, and the concepts of probability density and expectation.
3.1.2. Notation
In what follows, p denotes parameter and y output; d means
“change in”, so dp is change in p, not necessarily small. A collection
such as m parameters p1, p2,…, pm, indexed by a subscript, may be
written as a single entity in boldface, e.g. p is the vector of elements
p1, p2,…, pm (in a column, by convention). The rate of change vy/vp
of a single output y with a single parameter p may be approximated,
in practice, by dy/dp where dy is the change in y caused by a ﬁnite
change dp. When two parameters pj and pk have interacting effects
on y, the rate of change of vy=vpj with pk or of vy=vpk with pj is
v2 y=vpj vpk , approximated by dðdy=dpj Þ=dpk.
Additive effects or components will be written out fully as
summations rather than more concisely as vector inner products.
For example, if interactions can be ignored and the parameter-tooutput relations are smooth, the effect of small changes dp1 to
P vy
dpm on y is approximated by dyy m
j¼1 vpj dpj .
3.1.3. Motivation of SA techniques
There are a large number of SA techniques: ways to vary
parameter values and examine their effects on the outputs. One
might well ask why there are so many, when all you need to do,
apparently, is try a lot of parameter values in succession and record
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the output values. The answer is that unless you are only interested
in variation of a few parameters at once, over small ranges, it would
take an enormous number of model runs to explore the parameteroutput relations thoroughly. For example, to cover all combinations
of only 5 values each of 10 parameters, 510 simulation runs are
needed. At, say, 1 s per run that would take over 16 weeks. We must
be much more economical. Another factor, seldom given due
weight, is the difﬁculty of making sense of a huge volume of
sensitivity results. Again we have to be selective. Two possibilities
are to examine results from a relatively small set of parameter and
output samples, in the hope that they are representative, or to
analyse the model algebraically. Where it can be done, algebraic
analysis is likely to give more insight than a heap of numbers from
many model runs. Another way to keep the volume of results
manageable is to compute sensitivities as quantities averaged over
the whole credible range of the parameters. This is called global SA,
in contrast to local SA of sensitivities at particular parameter values.
We start with the simplest (and most naïve) technique and go
on to methods which require more thought but yield a great deal of
useful information while being economical in computing.
3.2. One-at-a-time perturbations
The simplest idea is to perturb one parameter at a time and see
how much the output changes. For now, think about a change from
pj to pj þ dpj in one parameter, causing a change in a particular
single-number output from yi to yi þ dyi. [Section 3.4 will look at
time-varying outputs]. Although dyi =dpj says something about how
sensitive yi is to pj alone, it has three limitations: (i) it may vary with
the size of dpj, i.e. the cause-effect relation may not be linear, (ii) it
may vary with other parameters, i.e. there may be interaction, and
(iii) it depends on the units employed for dpj and dyi. We can get rid
of this dependence by expressing the changes as proportions
dpj =pj and dyi =yi and the result as the normalised sensitivity
dyi =yi pj dyi
dpj =pj ≡yi dpj .

Alternatively, if we knew the uncertainty in each

parameter, we could express a change in a parameter value in terms
of its standard deviation or range of uncertainty. To avoid specifying
the size of dpj, the sensitivity is formally deﬁned through the rate of
change lim dyi =dpj ¼ vyi =vpj approached as the parameter change
dpj /0

p vyi
vpj.

is made ever smaller, giving normalised sensitivity sij ≡yij

Its

value is generally valid only at whatever values pj and the other
parameters have, and relates only to changes in pj small enough for
any non-linearity in the pj-to-yi relation to be ignored. Normalisation might be objected to on the grounds that when the relation
is a straight line not through the origin, it turns a constant sensitivity into one which varies with pj. That's true, but on the other
hand one may well prefer to think of changes, errors and uncertainties as proportions (or percentages) rather than absolute
values.
Although deﬁned for inﬁnitesimal changes, sij is estimated from
the result of a ﬁnite parameter change: with all the parameters set
to selected values, run the model and note yi, change pj alone by a
chosen amount dpj and rerun the model, note dyi and get sij roughly
p dyi
. Perturbing m parameters in turn, all from the same
as b
s ij ¼ yj dp
i

j

start, will take m þ 1 runs.
The ﬁrst problem in this seemingly straightforward method is to
decide on the size of dpj: small enough for bs ij to be close to sij, or big
enough to show the effect of realistic uncertainty in pj? A small
parameter change has two potential snags. The ﬁrst is doubt over
how linear the model is, and thus whether the result of a small
change is a useful guide to the effects of larger changes. Second,
calculation of bs ij may be ill conditioned, with dyi a small difference
of large quantities. For these reasons we might prefer a larger

